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Hiya Sue 

Sorry you have not been able to get hold of me I have been away. 

To help clear up any confusion with the waste type and I have been to take photos of the
waste so you see exactly what it is. This waste goes through a 3mm screen , prior to this
there are more screens the waste water goes through and this is the last screen. Once it has
been through the screen it is washed. As you can see it is a soil/grit which is the end result
of the screening of the water. 

I shall get the rest of the information over to you ASAP. 

If you still need to speak to me on the phone I am available all day today , tomorrow and
Friday. 

On 14 August 2020 at 19:18 "Irons, Sue" <susan.irons@environment-
agency.gov.uk> wrote: 

Hello Laura,

 

I hope you are well.

 

I just tried calling you to follow-up on 3 emails sent earlier this week between us relating
to waste water screenings and queries/ observations about flood zones, site surfacing,
and HRA fee. As we were not able to speak today maybe we can speak next week, if
you are available?

 

I have highlighted in blue text below the items I would like you to include in your Not
Duly Made response by close of 24 August. Do contact me if anything is unclear.

 

Your email of 11 August at 22:30:

Question 4

Having re-read the question ‘4). Question 5C Non-Technical Summary’ (NTS) I can see
the editorial changes I made to the original draft, which once combined comments on
both NTS and the DEMP, have unfortunately resulted in causing confusion. I am sorry
for this mistake. You may disregard my comments in question ‘4)’ about:
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·       for clarity only information related to the proposed permitted area and

·       operation site surfacing. 

These questions should have been incorporated in question ‘7)’ about the DEMP, as
there were inconsistencies in site surface mentioned in DEMP 1.8 and 3.2.9 to that in
the NTS. The DEMP also refers to non-permitted activities. We and the people we
would consult internally and externally would not need to know about these unless they
are (i) sensitive receptors and/ or (ii) a source of amenity risk (e.g. dust) themselves
such as those you already list in Table 2.2.

  Question ‘7)’ should have read as follows:

7). Management Plans (DEMP)

·       for clarity provide only information related to the proposed permitted
area unless they are a source of amenity risk or a receptor

·       clarify site surfacing in proposed permitted area    

·       include in local receptor distance chart the distances to all receptors
that have been omitted but they are numbered on the sensitive
receptor map. E.g. residential.

·        ensure the DEMP uses identical waste codes and descriptions to
those in the Odour Management Plan (OMP) and Non-Technical
Summary (NTS).

5). Question 6b Climate change risk

Thank you for presenting a map and your conclusion the site is not in a flood zone.

 

For the purposes of Duly Making checks I will accept this conclusion as:

·       you have advised over the phone the current boundary map (PO/HC/02.1)
shows a larger area than you wish to be permitted. The boundary should
exclude the concrete plant shown in the site layout as ‘not permitted’.

·       the map shown of Gov.uk is of a magnification that makes it questionable
whether the part of the yard nearest the existing concrete plant is in the zone,
as some blue flood areas may appear in line with the workshop walls.

 

Please submit in the Not Duly Made response

·       a new Environmental Risk Assessment reflecting that it is not in a sea and
river flood risk zone, but is adjacent to a medium risk flood zone. It
currently reads that it is in a flood risk zone.

 

Your email of 12 August:

I have discussed your email about the nature of the waste water screenings with a
senior advisor, who liaises with water companies.



 

It is apparent the applicant has a different interpretation of the 19 08 01 code to our
own. It is important for us at the Duly Making check stage to know what the waste is like
that your client wishes to bring onsite and its origins. This is because we and those we
consult once an application is Duly Made must have a clear understanding of it in order
to gauge the risk it may present. Currently there is the potential there is a more
appropriate EWC and/ or it is not totally inert.

 

As Severn Trent appear to have provided this code to you/ your client we would like
you:

·       to find out from Severn Trent and tell us in writing exactly where in the
waste water treatment process this “soil/grit with a small percentage of
water” material is derived and what treatment it has undergone.

 

We are aware your client intends to deposit it at an inert landfill and that his Waste
Acceptance Procedures involve visual and olfactory checks. For Duty of Care purposes
we would expect scientific analysis to be done to confirm its inert status prior to
disposal, so if you have any information relating to analysis by the suppliers or your
client this would be useful to know now.

 

Your email of 11 August at 15:05:

We will consider whether we can offset the extra charges for a Habitats Risk
Assessment as the application charge includes a Fire Prevention Plan assessment. Our
decision will be in part guided by whether the waste descriptions include combustible
wastes.   

 

 

Regards,

Sue Irons

Permitting Officer (Waste), Solihull Centre, National Permitting Service
Environment Agency | Sapphire East, 550 Streetsbrook Road, Solihull, West
Midlands, B91 1QT 

susan.irons@environment-agency.gov.uk
Work mobile :07867 328061

Ext. number: 02030252898
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Int. number: 32898

Website:  www.gov.uk/environment-agency

Help us to improve our service and complete our customer survey – click NPS
Survey

Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally
privileged. If you have received this message by mistake, please notify the
sender immediately, delete it and do not copy it to anyone else. We have
checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you should still check
any attachment before opening it. We may have to make this message and any
reply to it public if asked to under the Freedom of Information Act, Data
Protection Act or for litigation. Email messages and attachments sent to or
from any Environment Agency address may also be accessed by someone
other than the sender or recipient, for business purposes.

 

Kind regards,

Laura Smith 

Senior Consultant 

Direct Contact: 07904 970 423

www.hart-consulting.co.uk 

    

Disclaimer

The content of this message is confidential. If you have received it by mistake, please
inform us by an email reply and then delete the message. It is forbidden to copy, forward,
or in any way reveal the contents of this message to anyone. The integrity and security of
this email cannot be guaranteed over the Internet. Therefore, the sender will not be held
liable for any damage caused by the message.

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
http://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/NPScustomer/
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